What the Bible Says About...

Coveting

Fill in all the missing vowels:

1. Exodus 20:17
   “You shall n__t c__v__t.”

2. 1 Timothy 6:10
   “For the l__v__ of m__n__y is a r__ __t of __ll kinds of __v__l, for which some have strayed from the faith in their greediness, and pierced th__ms__lv__s through with many s__rr__ws.”

3. Proverbs 8:11
   “For w__sd__m is b__tt__r than r__b__ __s, and all the things one may desire cannot be compared with her.”

4. Proverbs 11:4
   “R__ch__s do not pr__f__t in the d__y of wr__th, but r__ght__ __ __sn__ss delivers from d__ __th.”

5. Hebrews 13:5
   “Let your conduct be w__th__ _t c__v__t__ _s; b__ c__nt__nt _t with such things as you have. For He Himself has said, “I w__ll n__v__r l__ _ _ _ ss you nor f__rs__k__ you.”
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**Working Hard**

When we do our work every day, should we let anything distract us? To find out, start at the arrow and write every other letter from the puzzle on the lines below.

“And whatever you do, do it heartily, as to the Lord and not to men.” Colossians 3:23

“[Puzzle with letters: WHCUALTLEEEPWMSJUCFOPDZIHLKIDGWNNSTWLRYTBGEOUPNTFWIENXLOUTFICTPDZIHLKIDGWNNSTWLRYTBGEOUPNTFWICH]”
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Jesus’ Trial

Use the clues below to fill in the puzzle.

1. The disciple who betrayed Jesus. Mark 14:10
2. The high priest who condemned Jesus to die. Matthew 26:57
3. He came to strengthen Jesus in Gethsemane. Luke 22:43
4. The garden where Jesus prayed. Mark 14:32
5. The one who was punished for our sins. Hebrews 13:12
7. The disciple who denied Jesus three times. Matthew 26:75
8. The Roman governor who questioned Jesus. Matthew 27:2
10. The council of Jewish rulers that condemned Jesus.